TAVERNA DELLO
SCOIATTOLO
Lunches - Dinners - Meetings

Where:

località Lama, Il Ciocco Tenuta e Parco - 6 km (3.7 miles) from
the Il Ciocco infoPoint

A cozy log cabin surrounded by nature, a spacious area warmed by the fire
of a wood burning oven, a table laden with traditional dishes:
the Taverna dello Scoiattolo is a wonderful rustic retreat far away
from the usual tourist attractions.
As far as we can remember it has always
been a part of this mountain’s history.
Since the mid-70s, the tavern takes on
the distinctive features of a restaurant on
demand that we know today.
It is located approximately 900 meters
above sea level and is easily reachable by
car in the direction of località Lama.
After a brief visit to the nearby belvedere (optional stop-over) on board of an
off-road vehicle, a banquet prepared
with all the love of a homemade meal will
be waiting for you in the unique setting of
the Taverna.
The warmth of the fireplace during the
crisp winter days and the cool shade of
the surrounding chestnut trees during
the sunny summer afternoons, make the
Taverna the ideal destination for country lunches and bucolic dinners all year
round.
To animate the evening you will be entertained by live music: catchy swing tunes will render the evening’s atmosphe-

re all the more familiar and comfortable.
You will spend pleasurable hours in each
other’s company sharing a wonderful
meal and admiring the colors of the Living Mountain before returning to the
valley.

From company events to buffets with
friends: when requested, it is possible to create intimate spaces using
the three-fold room dividers provided.
This allows the needs of different sized
groups to be met. A distinctive feature of
the Taverna is the meeting room with
bar area that can be rented separately.

WHEN: always available upon request

PRICE INCLUDES: all day rental and set-up

Venue Rental Rate: €1,800 (tax not inclu-

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE: catering, entertainment, transportation service
Please note: personalized events upon request

ded) - 80 people max

Meeting Room only rental rate:

€500 (tax not included) - 15 people max

Discover all our offers!
http://ciocco.it/en-us/taste/escursioni/
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